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Message from CEO

I am excited to announce that PCHS has started COVID-19 testing clinic in Malton in partnership with WellFort Community Health Services. Anyone who has the symptoms of COVID-19
can give a call to our provided helpline numbers to book an appointment.
We have also started a campaign to raise funds to support the needful in these COVID-19 crises. We are thankful to United Way Greater Toronto for supporting us to raise funds for this
campaign.
I also acknowledge dedication and diligence of PCHS Staff in serving the vulnerable population
across the GTA. Together, we have delivered the services to the best of our abilities. We started
working remotely with very little and thanks to all our funders, we are now better equipped
than before.
Thanks are also due to our funders for allowing us to reach the most vulnerable community
members in our region. Thanks to Government of Canada, Government of Ontario, Brampton
Caledon Community Foundation, Region of Peel, and Ontario Community Support Association,
for providing timely funds. Without these funds many residents would be without food and
other necessary services.
The Pandemic has also given rise to cases related to women abuse. PCHS is again rising to the
occasion to serve the clients. We have decided to observe the month of November as Women
Abuse Prevention Month. Our department of Research and Communications has taken lead to
run a campaign against the Women Abuse. They continue to share strong messages on social
media and other communications platforms in raising awareness against women abuse.
PCHS is continuously working with our partners Indus Community Services and Wise
Elephant Family Health Team to bring about the much needed APNA Ontario
Health Team to fruition. The health needs of the South Asian community, we
believe, cannot be adequately addressed unless we have the Ontario Health
Team which is able to use an equity lens to deliver services.

Please take care of yourselves and your families. Again, my thanks to you for
your dedication and collaboration.
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and almonds are a great

•

Excessive use of alcohol

source. However, if your diet

•

Obesity

Sleep

is lacking these vitamins, tak-

•

Taking too many antibi-

Getting a full night (eight

ing natural immune boosting

hours) of sleep can help you

supplements is a great way to

•

Stress

stay healthy. Most recom-

improve your immunity.

•

Lack of a good support

positive effects.

Boost
Your
Immunity

system

mend that adults should seek
at least seven to nine hours

Be Aware of What Weakens

•

Lack of sleep

of sleep per night. This helps

The Immune System

•

Dehydration

If you want to be in the best

These are all things to watch

Take Supplements

shape, you need to be aware

out for, as some can turn into

Vitamins B6, C, and E are all

of what can make your system

habits that are hard to quit.

known for positively affecting

weaken. Here are some of

Smoking and alcohol use can

the body's immune system.

the most common habits you

become habit-forming, mak-

If you are eating a balanced

should look out for:

ing it even more difficult for

to renew the body's systems.

those who want to improve

diet, you shouldn't have to
worry about supplementing

» George N Anderson

eggs, spinach, bell peppers,
The immune system is the

consist of vegetables, fruits,

digestion process. All of the

first line of defense against

dairy, whole grains, and lean

body's defenses work bet-

germs entering your body.

protein can help boost the

ter when they are properly

It is also what helps to fight

immunity. Foods that are

hydrated.

infections within your body,

high in omega-3 fatty acids

so keeping it strong will keep

are also good for the immu-

Exercise

you healthy. What can you do

nity and helping maintain a

Using moderate-intensity ex-

to help boost your immune

healthy weight.

ercises can help you maintain
a healthy immune system.

Stay Hydrated

Listen to your body, though,

Drinking water does more

because if you use an exer-

Eat Balanced

than boosting immunity.

cise that is too intense, it can

Foods can boost the immune

Remaining hydrated has a

lower your immunity. There is

system. More specifically,

positive impact on your entire

a proper balance for intensity

eating various foods that

body and even aids in the

when exercising for it to bring

some tips that can help.

•

Poor diet, especially one

their immune system.

with too much sugar

these vitamins. Foods like

system on your own? Here are

otics

•

Smoking

Foods that are

high in Omega-3
fatty acids are
also good for

the immunity
and helping
maintain a

healthy weight.
Source: https://bit.ly/35eNRA9
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was also dedicated to sharing

ods to supporting individuals

statistics surrounding mental

that do not have the financial

health in Canada and under-

means to get counselling and

PCHS WOULD LIKE

standing the disparities in re-

are on large waitlists for free

TO THANK EMW

Health & Wellbeing

ported vs. unreported cases in

programs.

for a spark in the conversa-

Overall, the project was a

PARTICIPANTS WHO

The purpose of the seminar was to provide students a safe space where

tion surrounding the stigma

great way to engage young

JOINED THIS WEBINAR.

associated with mental health

adults and students in starting

WE LOOK FORWARD TO

in the South Asian communi-

conversations surrounding

ties. It also gave the host from

mental health and developing

THE NEXT ONE!

PCHS an opportunity to dis-

awareness in the community.

A webinar on Student Mental

our communities. This allowed

they can discuss their mental health.
» Komel Sandha

cuss some alternative meth-

T

he East Meets West

As a team, the participants

committee at Wilfred

and host engaged in discus-

Laurier University

sions to better understand the

developed a platform in part-

role of a supporter and how

nership with Punjabi Commu-

to support individuals who

nity Health Services where

may be struggling with their

a webinar was conducted on

mental health. During the

October 22nd. This platform

presentation, tips and tricks

created an opportunity for

were provided for supporting

students to have a safe space

individuals and families. It

to discuss mental health and

also allowed participants to

wellbeing. Students shared

learn about ways to support

personal experiences and

individuals who are not seek-

learned more about depres-

ing support or are not ready

sion, anxiety and some of the

to seek support. In addition,

major forms. Various partici-

PCHS provided various re-

pants shared personal experi-

sources for those who needed

ences and engaged in conver-

immediate supports.

sations to determine signs of
mental health concerns.

A portion of the presentation

COUNSEL AND THE
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Having a
Pet Can
Improve
Your Health
» Larry Zolna

If

you have ever owned a

family, yet we can sometimes

more and more that pets

dog and sadly experi-

overlook just how much.

improve our mental health
status. Many years ago, dogs

enced its loss, then you know
how much he have meant to

While a dog brings uncondi-

were brought into the psy-

you and how close you had

tional love to us, there are

chiatric hospital wards as a

become. Now you can truly

many other real and tan-

test to help calm patients,

say that a dog was part of

gible benefits to improve

as well as encourage these

your family because you have

your health, such as mental,

patients to cooperate. Today,

experienced this wonderful

physical, social and emotion-

we know that dogs can im-

relationship.

al benefits.

prove our moods drastically.

A dog brings so much to our

Improve Mental Health

Have you ever felt sad or

lives and the lives of our

Today, studies are showing

down in the dumps and had
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your dog bring you his ball

therefore will readily re-

Socialization for your dog is

to play? How did it make you

spond to them. Dog owners

vital to its wellbeing. This

feel, especially if he was

are shown to be happier in

is a great reason for you to

panting and wagging his

studies than individuals who

get out of the house and get

tail while looking into your

do not own dogs.

some fresh air with your dog.
Walking, jogging, running,

eyes? Most likely your mood
changed and you began

Assist with Physical Health

and hiking are all excellent

playing ball with your pooch.

Through research we now

ways to keep in shape for

This is a perfect example

know that people who have

both you and your dog. You

of how a dog can cause an

a dog as a pet are healthier

could even include swim-

automatic shift in your mood

than non-dog owners. Dog

ming and bicycling! There are

and get you out of a slump.

owners have a reduced risk

many owners who socialize

Unconditional love offered by

of heart disease, cancer,

with their dogs in this way,

a dog can also cause positive

high blood pressure, and

enabling both you and your

chemicals to be released to

high cholesterol. For people

furry friend to stay fit and

the brain, thereby averting

that have certain medical

trim.

negative stressor chemicals

conditions such as diabetes

(such as cortisol) found in

or seizure disorder, many

Dogs are outstanding crea-

the flight or fight syndrome.

times their dogs are able to

tures to help improve their

When positive occurrenc-

assist and alert their owners

human's life. I hope you all

es are experienced, mental

when a negative episode is

have a dog in your house -

health improves greatly.

about to happen. This could

you won't regret it. I have al-

actually save their owner's

ways had a dog in my house

life!

and can't imagine being

Improve Emotional Status

without one.

Dogs greatly improve the

MEN’S MENTAL HEALTH, SUICIDE PREVENTION

emotional status of their

Help with Socialization and

owners. Have you ever

Fitness

Dogs are the perfect way

owned a dog and he auto-

A dog can aid in the defense

to help improve your men-

matically came over to you

of depression, anxiety, and

tal and physical health as

when you were crying and

panic. Having a dog to so-

well as always having a best

licked away your tears?

cialize with is an excellent

friend.

Studies show that a dog

way to get out and about for

innately responsive to the

many individuals.

& PROSTATE CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
Let’s spread awareness about prostate cancer, testicular cancer, suicide
prevention and other mental health related issues of men.

emotions of his owner and
www.pchs4u.com
Source: https://bit.ly/3eEZxPT
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PCHS Meets
Prime Minister
Trudeau

PCHS participated in a webinar

holistic approach and Integrated Service

and an open discussion with Prime

delivery model through a cultural lens.

Minister Justin Trudeau on Women
Abuse prevention Month along with
various other South Asian Organizations. Amandeep Kaur Chief Operating Officer represented PCHS and
talked about challenges faced by
South Asian Women. She introduced
PCHS as a service provider with a

WOMEN ABUSE
PREVENTION
MONTH
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LOTUS STEMM-CAGIS PARTNERSHIP

Opportunity
for Girls
» Roopali Chaudhary

L

otus STEMM has started

outreach events for girls

not only look like her but also

a unique chapter with

ages 7-16! For only $50 for

provide exposure to what they

the Canadian Association of

the year, your daughter will

do. To sign up, please visit:

Girls in Science (CAGIS) to

have the chance to meet with

https://girlsinscience.ca/join/

bring monthly, science-based

scientists and engineers, who

and select Lotus STEMM.

Lotus STEMM

CAGIS

Lotus STEMM is a grassroots non-profit organization that

CAGIS (Canadian Association for

aims to develop a networking and leadership platform for

Girls in Science) is an award-winning

South Asian women in STEMM. We have three main objec-

club for girls aged 7 to 16 that sup-

tives:

ports interest in Science, Technology,
Trades, Engineering, and Mathemat-

1.

2.

Outreach: to increase passion within the next genera-

ics (STEM). CAGIS chapter members

tion through informative activities, and career-related

meet monthly to explore STEM

outreach to students, educators and parents
Networking & leadership: to create greater visibility for South Asian women in STEMM by providing
open-access mentorship and leadership workshops
3.

Research: to understand a South Asian women's career

T

his chapter is new

event to your science stu-

(LS-CAGIS) where

dents from grade 9-12 to see

we are focusing

if they would be interested

TO SIGN UP,
PLEASE VISIT:

on our science outreach

to be members and/or vol-

with fun, hands-on activities led by

towards the South Asian

unteer! Feel free to forward

experts in a variety of STEM fields.

community for young girls,

this to other teachers within

These monthly events often occur at

and we are looking to in-

the science department to

the workplaces of our STEM experts,

crease our membership as

promote it to their students.

giving girls a behind-the-scenes view

well as our volunteers which

This can be a great way for

Click the link and select

and allowing them to experience the

is where you fit in.

students to exercise their

Lotus STEMM.

trajectory and unpack women’s health initiatives, inter-

lab and field environment for them-

twining both career and personal.

selves.

science skills in real life!
Also, if you can promote the

https://girlsinscience.ca/
join/
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is not a good idea. It will only

you worry even more about

ing efforts. In other words, if

make you depressed even

yourself.

you market your business in a
consistent manner, you can get

worse, especially when you focus on your shortcomings. You

Know your positives

a lot done in a short period of

may want to channelize your

We all have our limitations.

time. Regular and consistent

strength and skills towards

Similarly, we all have our

efforts are the key to success.

your qualities or positive

positives as well. So, what you

traits. Therefore, you may not

need to do is focus on the pos-

Don't Give Up

want to imitate others. In oth-

itives, acknowledge them and

Although this sounds obvious,

er words, you should always be

try to be better. This can help

there are a lot of people who

yourself.

you overcome your problems

are almost an inch away from

and challenges.

success when they give up. So,

Learn from social skills

Tips to personal
development

Good looks are not enough

Leave Your Comfort Zone

for making progress in life.

You should get out of your

Instead, what you need to do

comfort zone, challenge your-

Release your emotions

is improve your social skills. If

self and learn new skills. This

We know that boring people

you become more social, you

is a learning curve and can be

are not attractive at all. Most

can feel much better about

a great help for you to begin a

people don't like these people.

yourself. Similarly, you should

business online. Therefore, you

However, that doesn't mean

use positive gestures during

may want to have a positive

you should beat around the

your interactions with others.

attitude.

bush in order to make oth-

You should work on your body

matter what.

ers happy. You may want to

Don't be afraid of Failure

add the element of fun while

We all make mistakes but

talking to the people around

Engage in social interac-

these mistakes should not hold

you.

language as well.

» Abdul Waheed Zafar

In

you may not want to give up no

simple words,

personality development, you

well based on the dress code set

tions

you back. Mistakes should

personal develop-

can be more professional and get

by your organization. Although

If you worry about your looks

help you get better and learn

In short, these are some tips

ment refers to the

the most of your organization's

good looks matter, the way you

while meeting people, change

lessons.

for your personal develop-

initiatives that you can take to

potential. Given below are some

dress up is also important.

the way you think. Look for

improve your traits and qualities.

tips that can help you with this.

Regardless of your age, there

ment. If you follow these tips,

opportunities and take part

Be Consistent

Everyone is different

in different events and social

Consistency is the number

is always some room for im-

Dress up

Since everyone is different,

gatherings. Keeping away from

one trait that can help you get

provement. If you work on your

First off, you should dress up

comparing yourself with others

social interactions will make

the most out of your market-

Source: https://bit.ly/34oBXlH

they can change your life.

Source: https://bit.ly/3p9GMIZ

PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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brought up by people who
were probably deeply wound-

CHILD ABUSE

ed themselves. Their view
of their own child was then

C a n S o meo ne Bel ieve

skewed by their own self-hate
that was projected into them.

Th a t They Des erve

A Key Process
Many years will have passed
since this stage of one's life

To Suffer I f They

but they are still going to
blame themselves for what
took place. Deep down, one

Were Abu se d As

could believe that if they were
different, they would have
been treated differently.

A Ch ild?

This is why forgiving their
caregiver/s for what happened

» Oliver JR Cooper

is one part, forgiving them-

Author is

selves for what happened is

transformational

another. In fact, self-forgive-

writer, teacher and

ness is likely to be far more
important than the other kind.

consultant. His
insightful commentary
and analysis covers
all aspects of human

I

Awareness

transformation,

t is then not going to mat-

they have contributed over the

they developed during their

value as opposed to a reflection

If one can relate to this, and

ter how they live their life

years, it might not have much

early years, will have been cre-

of what was going on for their

they are ready to change their

partnership, self-love,

as this won't be something

of an effect on them.

ated due to the fact that they

caregiver/s.

life, they may need to reach

and inner awareness.

that is taken into consider-

including love,

out for external support.

were egocentric at this stage

ation. If they were to think

A Deeper Look

of their life. How they were

The truth is that they were not

This is something that can be

about all of the good things

This belief, along with any

treated would have been seen

treated badly because they were

provided by the assistance of a

that they have done and what

other erroneous beliefs that

as a reflection of their own

bad; it was because they were

therapist or healer.

Email: info@oliverjrcooper.co.uk
Website: www.oliverjrcooper.
co.uk
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PROSTATE
CANCER
OVERVIEW & RISK FACTORS

the prostate. Among these

way. These extra cells form a

medical problems is Benign

mass of tissue, called a growth

Prostatic Hyperplasia BPH

Globally, it ranks third in

or tumour. Tumours can how-

(often called benign prostat-

cancer incidence and sixth in

ever be benign (not cancerous)

ic hypertrophy) which is a

cancer mortality among men.

or malignant (cancerous). Thus

noncancerous enlargement of

However, there are marked

prostate cancer occurs when

the prostrate, a condition that

geographical and ethnic

a malignant tumour form in

becomes increasingly common

variations in the incidence and

the tissue of the prostate. In

as men age. This can result in

mortality of clinical prostate

its early state, it needs the

urinary problems, including

cancer. The risk is highest in

male hormone, testosterone to

urinary tract obstruction. The

North America and northern

grow and survive.

second is Prostatitis, also a

European countries, and low-

noncancerous inflammation of

est in Japan and other Asian

Also, sometimes, cancer cells

the prostate which can cause

countries and intermediate

break away from the malig-

burning sensations during

in regions of Central Amer-

nant tumour in the prostate

urination. Clinically import-

ica and Western Africa. The

and enter the bloodstream

ant prostate cancers can be

differences in occurrence may

or the lymphatic system and

defined as those that threaten

partly be accounted for either

travel to other organs in the

the well-being or life span of

by the differences in screening

body. When cancer spreads

a man.

for prostate cancer and the

» Raymond Ehoma

Prostate cancer is the most

and general functioning.

One major function of the

common non-skin cancer and

The prostate is a part of the

prostate is to lubricate the

second only to lung cancer in

male reproductive system and

ejaculation process (by making

cancer related deaths among

is about the size and shape of a

and adding fluids to semen

men.

walnut; and is located between

and other seminal fluids) and

the bladder and the base of

to increase the pH making the

Sometimes this cancer can be

the penis. The urethra - the

vagina more hospitable, and

small, slow growing and pres-

tube that carries urine from

therefore more conducive

ent limited risk to the patient

the bladder and semen from

for fertilization. It produces

while at other times it can

the sex glands out through the

prostatic fluid when the man is

progress rapidly presenting

penis - runs through the centre

aroused and contracts during

great health risks. Yet, when

of the prostate. That is why any

ejaculation to empty.

prostate cancer is detected

disease or condition that in-

in its early states, it can be

creases the size of the prostate

Normally body cells grow,

effectively treated and cured.

or causes inflammation can

divide, and produce more cells

Therefore, it is advisable for

lead to urinary problems as the

as needed to keep the body

men to have an annual medical

enlarged prostate can squeeze

healthy. However, sometimes

check-up in order to examine

the urethra thus affecting the

the process goes wrong - cells

their prostate's size, texture,

flow of urine.

become abnormal and form

than forty years of age.

more cells in an uncontrolled

risk of other diseases among

from its original location in
the prostate to another part

Prevalence of Prostate

world regions or more likely by

of the body such as the bone,

Cancer

genetic predisposition as well

it is called metastatic prostate

It is predominately a disease

as diet and other environmen-

cancer, not bone cancer. Often

of elderly men and is one of

tal factors.

the appearance of the cancer

the most common types of

cell provides a clue to indicate

cancer among Canadian men.

Risk Factors

if it is programmed to be slow

Cancerous cells are likely to

Despite the high incidence of

growing and relatively harm-

be found in the prostates of

prostate cancer, scientist still

less or more aggressive and

22% of men age 50-59, in 37%

do not have any fundamental

lethal.

of men 60-79, and in more

knowledge about the exact

than half (53%) of those living

cause of this disease and thus

However other medical

to 80 and older. The disease

have been unable to explain

problems can equally affect

rarely occurs in men younger

why one man has the disease
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and the other does not. How-

Genetics/Heredity

much more common in Afri-

Also there are some food compo-

gested to protect men from the

ever, they have been able to

Heredity seems to be the most

can-American men than in any

nents that have been suggested

risk of prostate cancer include

identify some risk factors that

important risk factor. Indeed,

other group of men. It is least

to protect men from the risk of

carotenoids, pumpkin, spinach,

are associated with the dis-

men with a family history of

common in Asian and Ameri-

prostate cancer and amongst

watermelon, and citrus.

ease. A risk factor is anything

the disease may have a risk of

can Indian men.

this is soy protein which could

that increases the chances of

developing prostate cancer 2

one getting a disease.

to 11 times greater than men

also be a factor in the reduction

However, regarding the issue of

Lifestyle

of the prevalence of prostate

prevention of prostate cancer,

without a family history of it.

There is also considerable

cancer in Asian countries and

there is still a lingering contro-

Aging

Approximately 9% of all cases

evidence that some Western

is therefore regard as the most

versy about true prevention.

Age is the greatest factor in-

of prostate cancer have a

lifestyle factors play a role in

protective dietary factor against

Consequently, most physicians

fluencing the development of

genetic basis. The risk is even

the occurrence of prostate

prostate cancer. Also the intake

believe that there is no easy

prostate cancer. The diagno-

higher when two or more rela-

cancer. However the specifics

of green tea by residents of Asia

substitute for a healthy lifestyle

sis of prostate cancer is rare

tives are affected or when the

as to which lifestyle factors

has been adduced to contribute

involving eating a healthy diet,

before age 40 but increases

affected relative is a father or

are involved are still not very

to the low prevalence of pros-

avoiding dietary excesses, eating

dramatically thereafter. It is

brother.

clear. Nonetheless there are

tate cancer in that region.

plenty of fruits and vegetables,

suggestions that excessive

estimated that one in 55 men

getting lots of exercise and

between the ages of 40 and

Race

intake of calorie, dietary fat,

Equally, the intake of dietary

being physically active, visiting

59 will be diagnosed with this

While, on a global level,

and refined sugar increases

substances such as lycopene

the doctor on a regular basis,

disease. This incidence climbs

prostate cancer ranks third

the risk of developing prostate

and fish oils is believed to help

and most importantly achieving

almost to one in six for men

in cancer incidence and sixth

cancer. Also reduction in the

in reducing the risk of devel-

and maintaining a normal body

between ages 60 and 79.

in cancer mortality among

intake of fruits and vegetables,

oping prostate cancer. Cooked

weight.

men, there is however, a

reduced exercise, and overall

tomatoes are rich sources of

This association is also reflect-

notable variability in inci-

higher obesity rates are also

lycopene. Lycopene are anti-

ed in mortality as prostate

dence and mortality among

considered to increase the risk

oxidants that may protect cells

cancer accounts for about

world regions. The incidence

of having it. Specifically, obe-

from becoming cancerous. Fish

10 percent of cancer-related

is low (but rapidly increasing

sity has been clearly shown

oils (omega-3 fatty acids) are

deaths in men between the

in recent years) in Japan and

to increase risk of death from

thought to reduce heart disease

ages of 60 and 79 and nearly

other Asian countries and

prostate cancer. Thus, the

due to reducing inflammation.

25 percent in those over the

intermediate in regions of

simplest advice for avoiding

Given the presumed importance

age of 80. Clinical disease is

Central America and Western

death from prostate cancer is

of inflammation in causing

rather rare in men under the

Africa. The incidence is higher

to prevent obesity and if you

prostate cancer, it stands to

age of 50 years, and the inci-

in North America and North-

are obese, to lose weight and

reason that fish oils may prevent

dence increases markedly in

ern Europe. Even within the

keep it off.

prostate cancer. Other food

men aged over 60 years of age.

United States, this disease is

components that have been sugSource: https://bit.ly/3eH80Sm
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Things kids want from
their parents

Although they might seem like

Affection

Positive Food Advocated

it, children aren't too compli-

Showing affection is one of

Lots of children are picky, but

cated. There are very few things

the essential experiences that

that's no reason to throw in

that they request of us in their

children have while growing

the towel and serve up pizza

first years; however, these

up. Parents should always

every night. Children need to

requests are essential in help-

remember to give lots of praise,

learn that healthy foods can

ing them grow up to be kind,

cuddles, and love, even after a

also be delicious and satisfying,

respectful additions to society.

long day.

and that starts at home in the
kitchen.

As parents, there are certain

Even a friendly conversation

things that children will want

one-on-one can be a tremen-

Work together on meals, or

from you as much as possible. If

dous help to a child who wants

even help them to grow some

you can do your best to provide

to be heard. Share some time

vegetables in the garden. Chil-

these things to the best of your

asking your child about their

dren should learn early on that

ability, your child's future will

day and what they enjoyed

dessert is not the only delicious

be brighter than ever.

most.

meal, so that they're set up for
success in the long-run.

Here are the top 15 things kids

Private Time

want from their parents:

Having a good connection with

Plans to look forward to

your children means giving

Show your children that you

A Good Goodnight

them your full and undivided

love hanging out with them, and

Going to bed is so much bet-

attention as much as you can.

give them fun things to look

ter when parents spend some

Children will benefit from

forward to with you. You might

quality time with their children.

feeling like their time is valued,

plan fun events on the weekend,

Take time out of your day to

especially if it's planned out and

or surprise them with week-

tuck them in, sing them a song,

isn't rushed.

day activities if they've been
well-behaved.

or read them a bedtime story.
With more than one child, it's

» John E Laing

If you don't have any books,

essential to provide each one

Showing your children that

you might consider making up

with their time with you. It's

you're excited about quality

a story yourself, or telling them

hard to connect when things

time will make them feel good

about your childhood. Children

are busy and loud, so let them

about themselves and their

are very receptive to parents

choose a place and activity that

relationship with you.

who use their imaginations, too!

you can enjoy together.
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to keep things simple.

child will feel safe enough to

Conversations Before Bedtime

one! Grab a blanket and settle

Bedtime means winding down,

in for a good cuddle while your

but this is also a great time to

child enjoys their most pre-

To Be Silly

If you're short for time, don't

take advantage of beneficial

ferred shows.

Sometimes children are looking

feel bad about ordering dinner.

for approval to be silly, but the

If the house is messy, invite

Approval

conversations. Set aside time

unexpected.

be set in the right direction by
you.

before they go to sleep to talk

You can let this be a quiet time,

best way to give them permis-

your kids to help you get things

Parents sometimes don't

about their day, their friends, or

or you might ask them ques-

sion is for parents to be silly

done faster. Don't let anything

realize it, but their children

anything else they can think of.

tions to engage them.

themselves!

take longer than it should;

are always looking to them for

work together now, play to-

approval for all kinds of things.

gether after.

More than anything, they want

Allow them to lead the conver-

Discipline When Necessary

Playing dress-up with your kids

sation; kids like to feel heard.

Children need guidance when it

and acting out stories will help

comes to learning about appro-

them to come out of their shell

Play Dates

Time to Play Outside

priate behaviors and responses.

and work on their imagination.

Adult time is fun, but it can also

Keep an eye out for opportu-

Studies have shown just how

Showing discipline might not

Kids can be wildly creative

be beneficial for everyone to

nities to champion them, even

beneficial and vital outdoor

be a parent's favorite thing to

when they don't feel like they

have play dates with other par-

if it's the smallest achieve-

play can be for children. Not

do, but it does teach a child that

have to hold back or act a cer-

ents, too! Children can social-

ment. Doing so can boost their

only children, either; people at

they are invested in them and

tain way.

ize together, or they can hang

self-confidence and their will-

every age benefit from being

want the best for them.

out with the adults and become

ingness to try new things.

Surprise them with costumes,

outside!
Even though they might not

crafts, or a pillow fight! The

Encourage kids to stay off

show it, children do find value

options are endless.

screens and televisions and

in being disciplined.

to explore the world outside

to make their parents proud!

comfortable with your friends.
Essential Things to Keep in
Guidance

Mind

Children don't have all the

Parenting is tough and covering

To be less stressed

answers; in fact, adults rarely

all of these things every day

instead. Allow them to spend

Leave Special Messages

Surprisingly, children are very

have all of them either! Chil-

isn't always possible. However,

as much time as they want

Surprises are always pleas-

observant and receptive. They

dren will look to their parents

keep these 15 things kids want

outdoors, either playing games,

ant, even if it's a little note or

will often notice when their par-

for guidance, though, in all

from their parents in mind and

going for walks, or socializing

present 'just because.' Consider

ents are stressed or upset, and

kinds of situations.

practice them as often as you

with neighborhood children.

putting notes in your child's

it takes a toll on them as well.

can.
They might look to you when

lunch bag or backpack, espeTime to watch their favourite

cially if they're having a bit of a

Many children want to see their

they meet a stranger, face a

They will help you to build a

show

rough day.

parents happy and relaxed,

new experience, or are unsure

strong relationship with your

which in turn makes them feel

how to express their feelings.

children and encourage them

The only thing better than
getting to watch their favorite

Having that little jolt of happi-

more positive as well. Regard-

If you've established a level of

to flourish into successful,

show is watching is with a loved

ness is always lovely when its

less of what's bothering you, try

trust in your relationship, your

young adults.

Source: https://bit.ly/38q4DOI

PCHS-UNITED WAY

FUNDRAISER

COVID-19 is putting many people and families in an extremely challenging
situation. Those who already face significant barriers, including poverty,
homelessness and social isolation, need even more support during this time.
Your donation will help provide basic needs like food, support for isolated seniors, mental health resources and flexible funding so that those on the front
lines can respond to emergencies.

Click here to Donate

Alternative links:
https://bit.ly/3oRQJL9

or

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/pchs

For inquiries please contact:
Gina: gina@pchs4u.com
Reena: reena@pchs4u.com		

Lekha: receptionderry@pchs4u.com
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ADDICTIONS

support, it is not going to be

you for a ride. Know that he is

lose his awareness, which might

possible. There are certain defi-

not supposed to take you for

turn out to be a reason for

nite steps that you as a family

granted. Have all your questions

relapse. In treatment, they are

need to take, so that your whole

answered about any kind of

taught many unwritten philos-

family can enjoy a sober and

deviations that you see or hear

ophies, such as No Free Meals

happy recovery life.

of in a clear manner.

and Being Aware Is Being Alive.
They must practice them and

Role of Family in
Addiction Recovery
» Bhavya Nagori Sharma

Be Alert and On the Watch

Always discuss whatever move

for practicing them you need to

Do not commit the same

he wants to make and then

be their role models too. Also,

mistakes again. Having your

considering its practicality and

make sure that his circadian

emotions attached with some-

profitability, you can decide to

rhythm does not change, i.e.

one might not be something

finance or support it. But do

his sleep cycle and even eating

that you can control, but a sure

not get too much defensive and

habits remain healthy.

measure that can be taken is to

doubtful about his capability.

keep them under your control.

That is a tough job, right?

Be Emotionally Available
Always be emotionally available

You should not get over-emo-

Do Not Leave Him Free

to him. There are times when

tional whenever your recover-

'Empty mind is devil's work-

we all feel low. Apparently,

ing addict is trying to get you in

shop'. You must have been hear-

those who become addicts, their

We all are aware of the life and

Birth; your name given by your

it has its unequivocal involve-

his trap. You must keep in mind,

ing this since your childhood.

coping mechanism is automated

living cycle of a human being.

family; schooling on the basis

ment. Addiction is known as a

all the things he did previous-

So when you leave him without

towards drugs and alcohol or

Between birth and death, there

of parents' name; college on

Family Disease. It cannot be

ly. If there is an excess of any

any work or engagement in the

self harm only. So, whenever

is a lot that happens which

the basis of your parents' name

denied that family has its sig-

behavior, which you think, was

family, he would drag himself to

you see that your loved one is

shapes our identity. There are

and your marks; your resume

nificant role to play in enabling

previously used, to go for using

drugs/alcohol and maybe utilize

getting sad and negative about

certain traits which are inbuilt

requires' your family details;

addiction and ending it as well.

substance, you must immedi-

his pent-up energy in using it

life, or has chosen the silent

or inherited and then there are

your bio-data for marriage

ately get aware of it and take a

in newer ways. Understand

corner for himself for a per-

some characters that we build

needs your family details. So

Once an addict has been treated

tough step. You will have to let

the line of his privacy and his

sistent time period, you need to

as we go through certain states

everywhere, the family stands

and has started his journey of

go your gullible nature and be

alibis to use drugs in private,

intervene. Cook for him and ask

and situations, which add-on to

first, which makes it your first

recovery, your role as family

more sagacious.

hiding from you. Show your full

him to help, play good music, go

our identity at various points of

identity.

does not just end there. Rather

involvement in his talks and

out for a nice lunch or dinner,

time. Now my question here is-

it is just the beginning and you

Be alert about his routine and

tasks. Make sure that he does

refresh some childhood memo-

What do you identify your first

The reason I am quoting this

have to make sure that your

daily activities. Trust him in

not take anything casually. If

ries. There are many things to

identity as?

point is that family has its role

loved one takes it to a long way.

what he is doing, but not so

he loses his sincerity and starts

do together. Treatment does not

everywhere. Even in addiction,

Without your knowledge and

blindly that he would take

frittering away time, he would

get over with the addict getting
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out of the rehabilitation center.

He knows when to rub the lamp,

routine. He would be testing

Don't take him lightly ever. He

but you need to decide whether

your patience most of the times.

needs the feeling of love and

your emotions have to come out

He would be trying to see if he

belonging, more than anybody

or not, even if he is trying to be

still has control over you, so

else needs. And at the same time,

forceful. The moment you give-in

don't give-in his tactics. Let him

don't commit this mistake of ask-

and hand over your emotional

know that no drama would work

ing him to consume a little bit of

control to him, he would re-

in your house and on you.

alcohol or smoke once a while at

lapse. No anger, no threats of

social gatherings, thinking that

self harm, no abuses shall work

Addictive behavior can be spot-

might uplift his mood and you

on you.

ted in any phase of life. Those

You

DRESS PURPLE DAY

behaviors would be leading to

are keeping an eye on him, so he

relapse. For example, excessive

won't go out of control. An ad-

shopping, which you might

dict can never settle at peanuts.

take as being normal

He would get back to the same

to pamper self once a

intensity again.

while; but if you see a
Don't be Scared

large amount of money

Do not ignore his anger and

being wasted on shopping, you need to be-

over that, do not be scared of

ware again. Spending too

it. Don't be scared of the self
harm threats he would be driv-

much of time on phone, in-

eling before you. If he is losing

ternet, movies, and preferring
to be isolated for long hours.

his calm over petty matters and
snapping at everything you say,

need to

Even eating too much is a sign of

beware then. For it indicates

be stronger than him. Not all the

approaching relapse. These are

that he is again going to use his

time do you have to be pleasant

just actions that a recovering

substance. If you become sub-

with him and specially for his ir-

addict takes as substitutes of his

missive, which is what he wants,

rational demands and behaviors.

substance and to find his tempo-

you will lose this battle with

Don't let him overpower you.

rary solace. You can always call

addiction. You have to practice

Identify when is he trying to do

the rehab for help and continue

Tough Love. Forget about what

that. He cannot raise his unnec-

going to Family Association

he used to do earlier when his

essary demands, financial/fake

Meetings. But being a family

wishes were not fulfilled. You

emotional/unimportant medical

member of a recovering addict,

do not have to be his Jinn again.

needs over your necessities and

Never Give Up.

PCHS observed 'Dress Purple Day' to raise awareness about
the important role that individuals and communities
can play in supporting vulnerable children,
youth, and families.

www.pchs4u.com
Source: https://bit.ly/38nnDNT
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Staff Appreciation
Day at PCHS
» Jagdip kainth

employees feel valued and

As this spreads across the

recognized for their contribu-

management level, it trickles

tions it impacts their con-

down into peer-to-peer inter-

nectivity to the organization,

actions and create a culture of

team, and the work they do.

appreciation throughout the
organization and teams.

It encourages appreciation
across the organization.

It ultimately leads to a posi-

“The deepest principle of human nature
is a craving to be appreciated.” 			

Setting example with staff

tive work environment.

will, in turn, impact the larger

When felt across the organ-

organizational culture and

isation, appreciation and

						- William James,

how the staff recognize and

recognition leads to a more

show appreciation for each

positive environment and dia-

other.

logue. An organization rooted

				American psychologist and philosopher

T

his applies to our

years. This year once again

personal and profes-

the management took the

sional lives.

initiative to appreciate staff

Appreciation can be a BIG win

by recognising their tireless

for organisations and leaders

efforts by organising virtual

that embrace this philosophy

staff appreciation day. Fun

in how they recognize employ-

filled day with lot of creative

ees from the top down, but

games and team building ac-

also the culture they encour-

tivities was organised at PCHS

age to proliferate throughout

on September 18, 2020. This

the organization. Expressing

event required lot of efforts

appreciation for those around

from organising committee,

you can positively impact in-

was very much enjoyed and

terpersonal relationships, but

highly appreciated by staff.

also the larger team or group

As an employee, I believe this

dynamic. Having the belief in

gesture is very important as:

the same philosophy Punjabi
Community Health Organi-

It increases individual employ-

sation has been appreciating

ee happiness and morale.

efforts of its staff from many

At an individual level, when

HAVING THE

BELIEF IN THE
SAME PCHS
HAS BEEN

APPRECIATING

EFFORTS OF ITS
STAFF FROM

MANY YEARS.
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in thankfulness and appreci-

encourage staff members

is expressed for great

ation breeds pure and simple

to share their experiences

job done by competent

happiness.

and ideas during the team

employees. The secrets of

and staff meetings irre-

staff successes and lessons

At PCHS, the staff is not only

spective of whether these

from their disappoint-

appreciated once a year rather,

suggestions have small or

ments are reviewed during

staff is valued and appreciated

big impact on the organ-

team and staff meetings.

through out the year through

isation and its clients.

numerous actions by the

Staff is asked questions

All these positive actions and

management team. Employees

and is encouraged to offer

kind gestures have created an

are treated as though they are

feedback.

attitude of togetherness at
PCHS. This in turn has created

the organisation’s most valued
At PCHS, once the super-

an environment of encour-

reader’s attention towards

visor comes to know that

agement which subsequently

following points:

a staff member is doing

has made the organization

something great, she/he is

successful, this year PCHS has

praised for the good work.

completed 30 years of incred-

assets. I would like to draw

•

•

At PCHS, Communication

ible work. All the staff mem-

is clear, transparent, and
Successes are celebrat-

bers consider themselves to

is shared with employees;

ed generously at PCHS.

be privileged to be part of this

hence staff is able to par-

Acknowledgments are

organisation.

ticipate with commitment

offered and gratefulness

regular. Vital information

by taking on more responsibilities. Efforts are made
so that each employee or
team member is aware
of the direction towards
which organisation is
heading, so that she/he
can help the organisation
to get there.
•

At PCHS, every staff
member is heard, active
suggestion program has
been created, this program

•
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A visit to
PCHS Calgary
· Seema Vankayala

I

had always wanted to

I was able to talk on Red FM, a

mestic violence. This topic

visit Calgary. Fortunately,

very popular radio program in

isn’t often talked about in our

I had the opportunity to

Calgary. It was an interactive

community. In Canada, one

visit that great city and what

session where I was able to

in four women is an abused

made my visit great was that I

discuss how two simultaneous

women. In our community,

was able to continue the work

issues could become problem-

violence against women also

of helping the community

atic for clients. For example,

takes place but the commu-

through radio and television

some clients have addiction

nity members are reluctant

in that city. Although, it was a

issues which may develop into

to talk about this issue. The

personal visit but I made sure

mental illness (psychosis). On

discussion centred around

that I discuss with the commu-

the other hand many clients

how women can seek help. But

nity what is close to my heart.

who are mentally ill also end

men should also seek help to

What made my visit so great

up using alcohol or drugs to

understand how relationships

was that I was able to get

manage their mental health

are fractured by anger and

connected to PCHS Calgary.

symptoms. The discussion led

violence.

Their staff Amber was able

to the importance of seeking

to connect me with radio and

help, counselling and medica-

I am deeply indebted to

television programs. I was

tion management.

Amber Qureshi, the Outreach
Coordinator of PCHS Calgary

able to speak on two topics:
Concurrent disorders and

On Prime Asia television, I

for making my visit a very

Domestic Violence.

was able to talk about do-

pleasant one.

Dear PCHS Staff,
As Diwali is around the corner,
We are going to be selling Diwali boxes for $5. It will include 2
Diyas, 1 Candle, and a Sparkler.
The proceedings will go to the
United Way Fundraiser. If you are
interested to purchase please let
us know.
They will be available for you to
pick up on Monday Nov 9 and
Tuesday Nov 10 in the Brampton
Office parking lot.
Pick-up time is still in process.
It would be a great contribution
from all of us!

EVERY DOLLAR MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
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